2019 CUSTOM CREW CATALOG FROM THE TOOTH OF TIME TRADERS

WHAT’S INSIDE

ITINERARY TEES......PG 6
BUCKLES.................PG 8
CREW FRAMES........PG 10
SHIRTS AND MORE!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
WWW.PHILMONTCUSTOM.COM
(575) 376-2281 EXT. 1387
TOOTHOFTIMETRADERS@SCOUTING.ORG
Greetings!

Every single day in the Tooth of Time Traders we think about the outdoor gear that helps you enjoy the trails here at Philmont Scout Ranch. That’s why we are so excited to present to you our 2019 Custom Crew Catalog, now in its 18th season! Not only have we added new colors and designs, we’ve also added the much anticipated itinerary tees and crew photo frames. Our website allows for easy ordering at www.philmontcustom.com which is outlined on page 14.

Please find the following guidelines useful while outfitting your crew:

- Order deadline is April 1, 2019; Please allow 6 weeks for delivery
- Prices listed do not reflect shipping ($25 per order) or taxes
- AK, HI, PR & International orders: Pick-up in store only
- Minimum order quantity of 6 for each product (shirt orders can include short and long sleeve shirts of the same color)
- “Troop Number Here” & “City, State Here” are our suggestions
- Custom apparel may not be refunded, returned, or exchanged
- Use the following chart for custom text character length limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T-shirts</th>
<th>All other products*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Line</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Line</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Line</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Belt Buckles have a one line limit of 24 characters

We pour massive amounts of consideration and expertise into each product, whether it’s the tent stakes you forgot at home or the shirt you’ll wear on your back for 10 days straight, this is what we live for! Be sure to drop by while in Base Camp and say hello.

See you on the trail!
The ToTT team; Jake, Joe, and Sam

**Design Placement Options**

All “Left Chest” designs will be the Philmont Arrowhead (Design #1).
**Philmont Arrowhead**
This graphic is the same as the classic Arrowhead Award, and has long been looked upon as the most recognizable design of Philmont Scout Ranch. The patch shape receives its inspiration from a rock formation located on the north side of Tooth Ridge.

**Philmont Pinnacle**
To travelers far and wide, laying eyes on the Tooth of Time has been a joyous occasion for nearly 200 years. Just as with those along the Santa Fe Trail, sharing an unforgettable experience with “The Tooth” is remarkable to our participants. This stylized mountain design symbolizes hiking Philmont Scout Ranch, “the pinnacle of high adventure.”

**Skyline Vista**
The only thing more iconic or symbolic than the Tooth of Time is our backpacking program! This colorful design shows the silhouettes of two hikers set against the stunning skyline of the Tooth.

**Vintage Compass**
Wayfinding is an important skill to all who visit Philmont. Whether you are navigating the backcountry or finding your way back to this special land, this design serves as a great reminder to your Philmont experience.
MICROFIBER SHIRTS

MENS

MICROFIBER SHORT SLEEVE
SINGLE-SIDED PRINT $23.99
TWO-SIDED PRINT $27.99

MICROFIBER LONG SLEEVE
SINGLE-SIDED PRINT $26.99
TWO-SIDED PRINT $29.99

SEAGRASS

ATHLETIC GREY

COLUMBIA BLUE

TAN

COLORS REPRESENTED HERE ARE AN APPROXIMATION OF ACTUAL SHIRT COLOR
As our most popular shirt, this 100% microfiber piece has a UPF factor of 50+, is moisture wicking, and antimicrobial. True to size; available in XS - 3X.

WOMENS
(Women’s Cut)

MICROFIBER SHORT SLEEVE
SINGLE-SIDED PRINT $23.99
TWO-SIDED PRINT $27.99

MICROFIBER LONG SLEEVE
SINGLE-SIDED PRINT $26.99
TWO-SIDED PRINT $29.99

Colors represented here are an approximation of actual shirt color.
We are beyond excited to offer the much-anticipated Itinerary Tees! These tees have each trek route overlaid the Philmont map. A symbol shows each site where you camp and all the neighboring properties you might find yourself trekking on! After itinerary selection, pick a matching shirt for your 7-day or 12-day trek! This shirt has all the same customization options as all our other shirts! This design is available in all the same colors, materials and sleeve length options as our microfiber and polyester tees.

NEW FOR 2019!
This tech shirt is 100% spun polyester, feels like cotton, is moisture wicking and antimicrobial. Not available in long sleeve. Relaxed fit, available in sizes XS - 3X.

POLYESTER SHORT SLEEVE
SINGLE-SIDED PRINT $21.99
TWO-SIDED PRINT $24.99

COLORS REPRESENTED HERE ARE AN APPROXIMATION OF ACTUAL SHIRT COLOR
PERFORMANCE POLOS

Same great performance as our polyester shirts now in a classy polo! The 100% spun polyester feels like cotton, is moisture wicking and antimicrobial. Not available in long sleeve. Traditional polo fit, available in sizes XS – 3X. Left chest design placement only.

NEW COLORS!

$24.99 EACH

Colors represented here are an approximation of actual shirt color.
Few things are more a part of western culture than a good leather belt and flashy buckle. Celebrate the story of your Philmont trek like never before with this custom belt buckle! This buckle incorporates different elements of the West showcasing the pride of your accomplishments here in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. These buckles are hand crafted in the USA by an Eagle Scout. Belt buckles have a single line limit of 24 characters. Buckle dimensions: 2.5”x3.25”

$34.99 EACH

ARROWHEAD

TOOTH OF TIME

TOOTH OF TIME 2019

PHILOMONT

TROOP 68 CIMARRON, NM

PHILOMONT

TROOP 178 TRESK 2019

PHILOMONT

TROOP 341 MEMPHIS, TN

PHILOMONT

TROOP 2019
CREW PHOTO FRAMES

Remember your crew’s epic Philmont adventure with this custom photo frame! These wood frames are laser engraved with your custom text and the current year. Hanging on your wall or sitting on the mantel, this piece will look great for many years.

NEW FOR 2019!

$34.99 EACH

CREW 919 - THE PACK RATS
BAKERSVILLE, GEORGIA

4x6

$54.99 EACH

TROOP 8 - WHERE EAGLES FLOCK
KINGWOOD, TEXAS

8x10

A trained Philmont photographer will take your crew photo. Each Philmont participant will receive one free crew photo. Complimentary crew photos are 4x6 in size. 8x10’s will be available for purchase.
**PERFORMANCE CAP**

This classic moisture wicking cap will keep your head cool as you hike, and dry quickly if you experience a light afternoon rain shower. One size fits most.

$19.99 EACH

**BUCKET HAT**

For the best sun protection headwear can offer, the moisture wicking bucket hat does the trick. The three-inch wide brim allows you to beat the heat on the trail. Available in: S/M and L/XL

$24.99 EACH
BANDANAS

Versatile backpacking accessory that has the Philmont map printed on the background. Can be used to show your crew pride, worn for sun protection on your neck or as a headband, and has many other camp uses. 100% microfiber, 18.5" x 18.5"

$16.99 EACH

NECK GAITER

This moisture wicking tubular neck gaiter has the Philmont map printed on the background. It will keep the sun off and can be worn as a headband, skull cap or many other ways. 100% Microfiber. One size fits most.

$19.99 EACH
GEAR UP FOR ADVENTURE!

WATER BOTTLES - STOVES - BACKPACKS - TENTS - SLEEPING BAGS - SLEEPING PADS - HEADLAMPS
FOOTWEAR - RAIN GEAR - TREKKING POLES - FIRST AID KITS - COOKWARE - STUFF SACKS - CLOTHES

MSR Whisperlite Stove
$89.95
with 20 oz bottle
$109.90
with 30 oz bottle
$111.90

Jansport Klamath 75L
$170.00

Osprey Aether 70L
$310.00

Kelty 20°F Sleeping Bag
$89.95 - $99.95

Thermarest Sleeping Pads
Solite $29.95
Evolute $119.95

Red Ledge Waterproof Breathable Rain Gear
Jacket $40.00
Pant $30.00

Philmont 1 Qt. Nalgene
$12.00

Bison Design Water Buffalo
$8.99

Tooth of Time Traders, your source for top quality affordable gear.

If you have any questions regarding gear please do not hesitate to call us: (575) 376-1145 or email: toothoftimetraders@scouting.org

Get outfitted for your trek at ToothofTimeTraders.com

This is just a small sampling of what is available from The Tooth of Time Traders, your source for top quality affordable gear.

Gift Cards

Tooth of Time Traders Gift Cards
HOW TO ORDER ONLINE

Start your ordering process at www.philmontcustom.com

1. Choose the custom product you would like to order.

2. Select a size and placement. Then, enter a quantity.

3. Enter your custom text and expedition info.

4. Choose your design and color.

5. Click add to cart.

6. To order additional sizes, click continue shopping. The custom info above will already be populated. Simply change size and quantity and add to cart. Repeat for each additional size.

Continue shopping or checkout.

Adventure Out There!

For assistance placing your order please call (575) 376-2281 ext 1387.
PHILMONT CUSTOM SHIRT PLANNING GUIDE

Use this handy 5-step resource at meetings to help stay organized. This is ONLY a planning guide; orders may not be placed through use of this form. After completing this form with your crew, please go to PhilmontCustom.com to place your order. Additional information as well as the full custom catalogue may also be viewed there.

1. **Type & Color**
   - **Long Sleeve**
   - **Microfiber** (feels like silk)
   - **Seagrass**
   - **Athletic Gray**
   - **Columbia Blue**
   - **Tan**
   - **Polyester** (feels like cotton)
   - **Hydro Blue**
   - **Earth**
   - **Dried Sage**
   - **Terra Mesa**
   - **Sand**
   *available in women’s long sleeve and short sleeve shirt

2. **Design**
   - **#1 Philmont Arrowhead**
   - **#2 Philmont Pinnacle**
   - **#3 Skyline Vista**
   - **#4 Vintage Compass**
   - **Itinerary Tee**

3. **Placement**
   - **Left Chest only**
   - **Full Front only**
   - **Full Front/Full Back**
   - **Left Chest/Full Back**

4. **Text**
   - **L1:**______________________________(25)
   - **L2:**____________________________(30)
   - **L3:**____________________________(30)

5. **Sizes**
   - **XS**
   - **S**
   - **M**
   - **L**
   - **XL**
   - **2X**
   - **3X**

If you have questions, please call 575.376.2281 x 1387
Still need gear for Philmont? Check out www.ToothofTimeTraders.com for a great selection of gear and souvenirs!